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EXAMEN DE OPOSICIÓN AL CUERPO DE EDUCACIÓN
SECUNDARIA, ESPECIALIDAD INGLÉS
AÑO 2016
This exam has been compiled with what examinees could remember, so there may be some
differences with the original one.

ANÁLISIS DE TEXTO
DURACIÓN: 1h15‟
PUNTUACIÓN: 5 PUNTOS
Specifically, the English like to believe, and will often doggedly insist, that social-status
considerations play no part in their choice of car. Even at the height of the BMW's yuppie-image
heyday, for example, upwardly-mobile English executives claimed that they bought their BMWs
for their excellent German engineering and design, comfort, reliability, speed, handling, BHP,
torque, low drag-coefficients and other rational, no-nonsense qualities. Nothing to do with social
image. Nothing to do with status. Nothing to do with vanity. Nothing to do with impressing
colleagues or neighbours or girlfriends. Oh no. It's just a bloody good car.
English women, and some English men, will admit to aesthetic and even emotional reasons for
choosing a particular car. Men will say that their flashy Porsche or big Mercedes is 'a beautiful
car', women will tell you that they want the trendy new VW Beetle because it is 'so cute'; both
will even confess that they 'fell in love with' a 'gorgeous' car in the showroom, or that they have
always had 'a passion' for MGs or Minis, or that they are 'sentimentally attached' to their rusty
old banger.
We might even go so far as to acknowledge that we choose cars that we feel express our
individual 'personality' or some aspect of our self-image (cool, sophisticated, stylish, fun, quirky,
eccentric, sporty, sassy, sexy, honest, understated, down-to-earth, manly, professional, serious,
etc.). But not our social status. We will not admit to buying or wanting a particular make of car
because it is associated with a social class or category to which we wish to be seen to belong.
But class distinctions, and class anxieties, don't stop with the make of car you choose to drive.
The English will also gauge your social rank by the appearance and condition of your car - the
way in which you care for it, or do not care for it.
The unwritten class rules involved in car care are even more revealing than those governing our
choice of car, because we are less consciously aware of following them. The English all know,
although we won't admit it, that our car choice is a class indicator; and we all know, although we
pretend not to, exactly which cars are associated with which classes. But many people are
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unaware that the state and condition of their car may be broadcasting even more powerful class
signals than its make.
How clean and shiny - or dirty and scruffy - is your car? As a crude rule of thumb: spotless,
shiny cars are the hallmark of the middle-middle, lower-middle and upper-working classes; while
dirty, neglected cars are characteristic of the uppers, upper-middles and lower-workings (or in
many cases 'not-workings' - the deprived, unemployed, underclasses). In other words, dirty cars
are associated with both the highest and very lowest ends of the social scale, clean cars with
the middle ranks.
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ABOUT THE TEXT
1. Summarize the text in one sentence. (0.4 marks)
Using a conversational style, the writer tries to persuade readers that both the car make and the
condition of English people‟s cars are a symbol of the class they belong to, even though they
will not admit it.
2. What type of text is it? (0.3 marks)
a. Persuasive
b. Expository
c. Argumentative
d. Descriptive
e. Narrative
3. In the space provided give two reasons to justify your choice in the previous question
(0.3 marks each)
1. The writer tries to convince readership of her personal opinion about how the choice
of car and the condition it is kept is a class sign even if British people argument car
characteristics and personal and aesthetic reasons.

2. The text organization by stating her thesis on the initial paragraph: British people
believe the choice of car has nothing to do with class. In the subsequent paragraphs she
allows for some people giving emotional reasons and personality association with their
cars and finishes by adding another argument: car condition is also a symbol of class.

4. Explain the tone of the author in the text. How does the expression Oh no contribute to
the text? (0.3 marks)
The tone in the text is informal and conversational because of the use of free direct speech,
punctuation, long enumerations, and use of adjectivation.
Oh no is an example of free direct speech: exact words pronounced by English people to give
reasons for their choice of car without the use of inverted commas or reporting clause. It reflects
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spoken language in the text to give voice to English people‟s opinions in their choice of car
make.
5. Definition of ellipsis. Find ellipsis in the text. (0.3 marks)
Ellipsis refers to the absence of words because the thing being referred to is clearly understood.
We find double ellipsis in “pretend not to” as the missing complement is “know” and its direct
object “that our car choice is a class indicator” in its turn.
6. Why does the author use inverted commas in „sentimentality attached‟? (0.3 marks)
These are exact words said by women when providing a reason to choose a car make. More
specifically these are the same words you would use to talk about your couple. It also provides
authority to the writer as it seems that she carried out extensive field-research in order to write
it.
7. Explain the meaning of rule of thumb (0.3 marks)
A practical and approximate way of doing or measuring something. In the text the writer clearly
explains the simple rule to figure out the social class of the car owners.
8. What type of word is “yuppie”? Explain denotation and connotation of the word
“yuppie”. (0.3 marks)
Yuppie is a noun coined in America in the 80‟s. It refers to a young, ambitious, and welleducated city-dweller who has a professional career and an affluent lifestyle. The use of
“yuppie” has the connotative meaning of an affluent person who is not modest about their
financial status.
9. Explain the type of word it is from the word-formation point of view compared to MGs.
(0.3 marks)
Yuppie is an acronym of Y(oung) U(rban) P(rofessional). Besides it has experimented
suffixation as the addition of -ie ending has reduplicated the last letter <p>.
MG is also an acronym which stands for Morris Garages. At the same time it is an eponym, i.e.
the name of a person for whom a make of cars is named.
Whereas the acronym yuppie is pronounced as a word, MG is pronounced as it is spelled.
10. Find an example of epithet and an expletive attributive in the text. (0.3 marks each)
epithet
individual personality

expletive attributive
bloody good car

(Adjective or participle that expresses attributing
characteristics like: descriptive: a popular (Adjective or adverb used to intensify the
disco, a sunny day, a galloping horse, an emotional force of a noun)
abandoned car; evaluative: a princely meal, a
vile crime; either of the above: absolute zero,
absolute rubbish.
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11. Transcribe the following sentences using the word provided in parenthesis so that
they mean the same as the original sentence: (0.8 marks)
a. We might even go so far as to acknowledge that we choose cars we feel express
our individual 'personality' or some aspect of our self-image. (AGREED)
It might even be agreed that we choose cars we feel express our individual „personality‟
or some aspect of our self-image.
b. English women and some English man, will admit to aesthetic and even emotional
reasons for choosing a particular car. (CONFESS)
English women and some English man, will confess aesthetic and even emotional
reasons for choosing a particular car.
c. But class distinctions, and class anxieties, don't stop with the make of car you
choose to drive. (BEHIND)
But class distinctions, and class anxieties are not to be left behind with the make of car
you choose to drive.
d. Many people are unaware that the state and condition of their car may be
broadcasting even more powerful class signals than its make. (OUT)
Many people are unaware that the state and condition of their car may be sending out
even more powerful class signals than its make.

12. Find synonyms of the following words in the text: (0.25 marks)
- Offbeat: quirky
- Soundness: reliability
- Hard-headed: doggedly (adverb)
- Cheeky: sassy
- Oblivious: unaware
13. Provide a phonetic transcription of the following words: (0.25 marks)
- Gauge /geiʤ/
- Banger /bæɳ .ə/
- Gorgeous /ˈ ɡ ɔ ː .dʒ əs/
- Reliable /rɪ ˈ laɪ ə.bəl/
- Serious BE /‟sɪ ə.rɪ əs/ AME /‟sɪ .rɪ əs/
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EJERCICIO DE TRADUCCIÓN
DURACIÓN: 60 minutos
PUNTUACIÓN: 2,5 PUNTOS

TRADUCCIÓN INVERSA: 'BREXIT' DEMOGRÁFICO
---------JOSÉ VICENTE ASTORGA. 1 mayo 2016
El sector turístico en Málaga es un avión que ha cogido altura, con un sólido puente aéreo
abierto todo el año con una Gran Bretaña que pone acento propio al PIB provincial. Siete de
cada diez currantes tienen que ver con el sector servicios, que sería otro muy distinto sin esos
residentes y turistas llegados de las islas que sostienen desde hace décadas la Costa en
estado de pub en hora feliz. Este verano, además, va a ser de los que anuncian
muchedumbres de blanca palidez a punto de manifestarse por una hamaca-litera en la que
poder estar en la playa. No vamos a caber, dicen los que están en el negocio, que pronostican
aviones sobre Guadalmar en bandadas por goteo de cinco en cinco minutos.
DEMOGRAPHIC BREXIT
The touristic sector in Malaga is a rising plane, with a sturdy airlift open all through the year with
Great Britain, which is emphasizing the provincial GDP. Seven out of 10 workers are related to
the service sector, which would be very different, had those residents and tourists who have
been keeping the coast in a happy hour state for decades not arrived from the islands. Besides
this summer is a herald of pale white crowds about to reveal themselves for a hammock-bunk to
lie down on the beach. There is not going to be enough room for all, say those who are in the
business, who foretell flocks of planes over Guadalmar trickling in every five minutes.
TRADUCCIÓN DIRECTA
The boy sat tottering. The man watched him that he not topple into the flames. He kicked holes
in the sand for the boy‟s hips and shoulders where he would sleep and he sat holding him while
he tousled his hair before the fire to dry it. All of this like some ancient anointing. So be it. Evoke
the forms. Where you‟ve nothing else construct ceremonies out of the air and breathe upon
them.
He woke in the night with the cold and rose and broke up more wood for the fire. The shapes of
the small treelimbs burning incandescent orange in the coals. He blew the flames to life and
piled on the wood and sat with his legs crossed, leaning against the stone pier of the bridge.
Heavy limestone blocks laid up without mortar. Overhead the ironwork brown with rust, the
hammered rivets, the wooden sleepers and crossplanks.
The Road- McCarthy
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El niño se sentó tambaleándose. El hombre le observaba para que no cayera en las llamas.
Para las caderas y los hombros del niño hincó el pie en la arena donde dormiría y se sentó
sosteniéndole mientras le alborotaba el pelo para secarlo ante el fuego. Todo esto como una
vieja unción. Que así sea. Evoca las formas. Donde no tengas nada más, crea ceremonias del
aire y mancíllalas.
Se despertó en la noche con el frío y se levantó y partió más leña para el fuego. Las formas de
las ramitas de los árboles se quemaban en ascuas de color naranja incandescente. Avivó las
llamas con un soplo y amontonó la leña y se sentó con las piernas cruzadas, reclinándose
contra la piedra del pilar del puente. Pesados bloques de caliza yacían sin argamasa. Por
encima la forja marrón por el óxido, los remaches repujados, las traviesas de madera y los
tablones cruzados.
La Carretera, McCarthy
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EJERCICIO DE COMPRENSIÓN AUDITIVA
DURACIÓN: 45 minutos incluidas ambas escuchas
PUNTUACIÓN: 2,5 PUNTOS
Although this is the text from the audio book played in the exam, the 15 multiple-choice
questions are not presented here.
MISS PETTIGREW LIVES FOR THE DAY
CHAPTER ONE
9.15 a.m. - 11.11 a.m.
MISS PETTIGREW pushed open the door of the employment agency and went in as the clock struck a
quarter past nine. She had, as usual, very little hope, but to-day the Principal greeted her with a more cheerful
smile.
'Ah! Miss Pettigrew. I think we have something for you to-day. Two came in when I had left last night. Now let
me see. Ah yes! Mrs. Hilary, maid. Miss LaFosse, nursery governess. Hmn! You'd have thought it was the
other way round. But there! I expect she's an aunt with an adopted orphan niece, or something.'
She gave Miss Pettigrew particulars.
'There you are then. Miss LaFosse, 5, Onslow Mansions. The appointment is for ten sharp this morning. You'll
make it nicely.'
'Oh thank you,' Miss Pettigrew said weakly, nearly fainting with relief. She clutched the card of particulars
firmly in her hand. 'I'd nearly given up hope. Not many of my kind of post these days.'
'Not many,' agreed Miss Holt, and, as the door closed behind Miss Pettigrew, 'I hope that's the last I see of
her,' thought Miss Holt.
Outside on the pavement Miss Pettigrew shivered slightly. It was a cold, grey, foggy November day with a
drizzle of rain in the air. Her coat, of a nondescript, ugly brown, was not very thick. It was five years old.
London traffic roared about her. Pedestrians hastened to reach their destinations and get out of the
depressing atmosphere as quickly as possible. Miss Pettigrew joined the throng, a middle-aged, rather
angular lady, of medium height, thin through lack of good food, with a timid, defeated expression and terror
quite discernible in her eyes, if any one cared to look. But there was no personal friend or relation in the whole
world who knew or cared whether Miss Pettigrew was alive or dead.
Miss Pettigrew went to the bus-stop to await a bus. She could not afford the fare, but she could still less afford
to lose a possible situation by being late. The bus deposited her about five minutes' walk from Onslow
Mansions, and at seven minutes to ten precisely she was outside her destination.
It was a very exclusive, very opulent, very intimidating block of flats. Miss Pettigrew was conscious of her
shabby clothes, her faded gentility, her courage lost through weeks of facing the workhouse. She stood a
moment. She prayed silently. 'Oh Lord! If I've ever doubted your benevolence in the past, forgive me and help
me now.' She added a rider to her prayer, with the first candid confession she had ever made to her
conscious mind. 'It's my last chance. You know it. I know it.'
She went in. A porter in the hall eyed her questioningly. Her courage failed at ringing for the lift so she
mounted the main stairway and looked around until she discovered No. 5. A little plate on the door said Miss
LaFosse. She looked at her watch, inherited from her mother, waited until it said precisely ten, then rang.
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There was no answer. She rang again. She waited and rang again. She was not normally so assertive, but
fear gave her the courage of desperation. She rang, off and on, for five minutes. Suddenly the door flew open
and a young woman stood in the entry.
Miss Pettigrew gasped. The creature was so lovely she called to mind immediately beauties of the screen.
Her golden, curly hair, tumbled untidily about her face. Sleep was still heavy in her eyes, blue as gentians.
The lovely rose of youth flushed her cheeks. She wore that kind of foamy robe, no mere dressing-gown, worn
by the most famous of stars in seduction scenes in the films. Miss Pettigrew was well versed in the etiquette
of dress and behaviour of young women on the screen.
In a dull, miserable existence her one wild extravagance was her weekly orgy at the cinema, where for over
two hours she lived in an enchanted world peopled by beautiful women, handsome heroes, fascinating
villains, charming employers, and there were no bullying parents, no appalling offspring, to tease, torment,
terrify, harry her every waking hour. In real life she had never seen any woman arrive to breakfast in a silk,
satin and lace négligé. Every one did on the films. To see one of these lovely visions in the flesh was almost
more than she could believe.
But Miss Pettigrew knew fright when she saw it. The young woman's face, when she opened the door, had
been rigid with apprehension. At sight of Miss Pettigrew it grew radiant with relief.
'I have come...' began Miss Pettigrew nervously.
'What time is it?'
'It was prompt ten when I first rang. The hour you named, Miss...Miss LaFosse? I have been ringing for about
five minutes. It is now five-past ten.'
'My God!'
Miss Pettigrew's surprising interrogator swung round and disappeared back into the room. She did not say
come in, but for a gentlewoman to face destitution was a very serious crisis: Miss Pettigrew found courage,
walked in and shut the door behind her.
'At least I shall ask for an interview,' thought Miss Pettigrew.
She saw the whisk of draperies disappear through another door and heard a voice saying urgently,
'Phil. Phil. You lazy hound. Get up. It's half-past ten.'
'Prone to exaggerate,' thought Miss Pettigrew. 'Not a good influence for children at all.'
She now had time to take in her surroundings. Brilliant cushions ornamented more brilliant chairs and
chesterfield. A deep, velvety carpet of strange, futuristic design, decorated the floor. Gorgeous, breathtaking
curtains draped the windows. On the walls hung pictures not...not quite decent, decided Miss Pettigrew.
Ornaments of every colour and shape adorned mantelpiece, table and stands. Nothing matched anything
else. Everything was an exotic brilliance that took away the breath.
'Not the room of a lady,' thought Miss Pettigrew. 'Not the kind of room my dear mother would have chosen.'
„And yet … why, yes! Quite definitely yes, the kind of room that perfectly suited the lovely creature who had so
abruptly disappeared.‟
Miss Pettigrew cast a sternly disapproving eye about her, but behind her disapproval stirred a strange
sensation of excitement. This was the kind of room in which one did things and strange events occurred and
amazing creatures, like her momentary inquisitor, lived vivid, exciting, hazardous lives.
Shocked by such flighty thoughts Miss Pettigrew took her imagination severely in hand and forced it back to
the practical.
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„Children,‟ pondered Miss Pettigrew. „Where could one possibly teach or play with children in an impossible
room like this? Ink or dirty marks on those cushions would be desecration.‟
From behind the door of what was, presumably, the bedroom, Miss Pettigrew could make out a heated
altercation in progress. The low, pleasantly grumbling tones of a man‟s voice, „Come on back to bed.‟
And Miss LaFosse‟s high, exhorting voice, „No, I won‟t. I can‟t help it if you‟re still sleepy. I‟m awake and I‟ve
got a lot of things to do this morning. I can‟t have you lying snoring here all morning, „cos I want to get this
room tidied.‟
Soon the door opened and Miss LaFosse appeared again, almost immediately followed by a man, clad in a
dressing-gown of such brilliantly coloured silk Miss Pettigrew blinked.
She stood apprehensive, clutching her handbag in quivering fingers, awaiting the chilling inquiry of what her
presence meant. Hot waves of nervous dread made her perspire just a little. She was always at worst at
interviews. Suddenly she felt terrified, defeated, forlorn, before ever the battle commenced. People like
these… any kind of employer… would never again pay her for her services. She stood as dignified as
possible, stoical, terrified, awaiting her dismissal.
The young man glanced at her amiably, without a trace of surprise.
„Morning‟
„Good morning,‟ said Miss Pettigrew.
She felt so weak she simply sat down bang on a chair.
„Did she rout you out of bed as well?‟
„No,‟ said Miss Pettigrew.
„A wonder. Early to be abroad and fully clad, isn‟t it?‟
„It‟s thirteen minutes past ten,‟ said Miss Pettigrew severely.
„Ah! Up all night. Don‟t believe in these all-night binges myself. I like my sleep. Dead all day if I don‟t get it.‟
„I have not been up all night,‟ said Miss Pettigrew, beginning to fell bewildered.
„I always did admire women.‟
Miss Pettigrew gave it up. These conversational pyrotechnics were beyond her. She stared at him. He was
dapper, neat, brisk, with brilliant, liquid brown eyes and dark hair. He had a jutting nose, a full-lipped mouth
and a look about him that said he was not a man to play tricks with, yet a hint he could be pleasant enough if
folks were pleasant with him.
„And yes,‟ thought Miss Pettigrew; „somewhere in his ancestry there has been a Jew‟
He said in a conversational tone to no one in particular, „Well, you may be in a hurry and satisfied with orange
juice, but I‟m not. I‟m hungry. I want my breakfast.‟
„Breakfast?‟ gasped Miss LaFosse, „Breakfast! You know my maid‟s left. I can‟t cook anything but a boiled
egg.‟
„I hate boiled eggs.‟
Miss LaFosse‟s eyes swiveled round to Miss Pettigrew. Her expression became imploring, beseeching. „Can
you cook?‟ Miss Pettigrew stood up.
„When I was a girl‟ said Miss Pettigrew, „my father said that after my dear mother I was the best plain cook he
knew.‟
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Miss LaFosse‟s face became illuminated with joy.
„I knew it. The minute I laid eyes on you I knew you were the kind of person to be relied on. I‟m not. I‟m no use
at all. The kitchen‟s through that door. You‟ll find everything there. But hurry. Please hurry.‟
Flattered, bewildered, excited, Miss Pettigrew made for the door. She knew she was not a person to be relied
upon. But perhaps that was because hitherto every one had perpetually taken her inadequacy for granted.
How do we know what latent possibilities of achievement we possess? Chin up, eyes shining, pulse beating,
Miss Pettigrew went into the kitchen. Behind her Miss LaFosse‟s voice carried on, „Now you go and get
shaved and dressed, Phil, and by the time you are ready, breakfast will be ready. I can set the table.‟ In the
kitchen Miss Pettigrew looked about her. Everything was up to date. Tiled walls, refrigerator. Electric oven,
pantry stocked to overflowing, but, „oh dear, how untidy,‟ thought Miss Pettigrew! „And yes, not clean.
Whoever had charge here was a … slut.‟
She took off her coat and hat and set to work. Soon the blissful aroma of fried ham and eggs and coffee filled
the air. She discovered and electric toaster. Toast took its correct place. She went back into the room.
„Everything is ready, Miss LaFosse.‟
Miss LaFosse‟s face took on a brilliant smile of thanks. Her hair was now brushed and her lips carmined and
faint film of powder gave bloom to her face. She still wore the gorgeous, silk négligé that made her look so
breath-takingly lovely that Miss Pettigrew thought, „No wonder Phil wanted her to go back to bed.‟ Then
blushed a painful, agonizing, red of aghast shame that such a thought could even touch the fringe of her
virgin mind. And then … and then she thought, „Miss LaFosse. It couldn‟t be.‟
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Summarize the text.

This is an extract from a novel read out loud from the point of view of Miss Pettigrew, a
governess going to her job appointment. It narrates how Miss Pettigrew arrives in the
employment office to receive a job offer to meet at 5, Onslow Mansions Street at 10 o‟clock.
Listeners get access to Miss Pettigrew‟s interior thoughts of insecurity about finding a job.
Although she can‟t afford the bus fare, she takes it for fear of being late. At the building the
porter looks at her questioningly. She arrives at the door 7 minutes before the appointment and
decides to wait to ring the bell at 10 o‟clock sharp. She then rings the bell for 5 minutes until
Miss LaFosse opens the door to meet Miss Pettigrew for the first time. She describes her
prospective mistress as a beautiful young lady dressed in a négligé like those worn by the most
famous stars in film seduction scenes. She gets to go to the films sometimes and that allows
her to evade herself from her dull existence. Even though Miss LaFosse does not tell her to go
in, she takes the courage to follow her. She then marvels at the decoration where nothing
matches and it does not seem fit for children. Although she disapproves of what she sees, she
is excited by the exuberant décor.
Inside the room she overhears a conversation between a man called Phil and Miss LaFosse.
She wants him to get up, whereas he begs her to go back to bed. Then the man turns up and
Miss Pettigrew fears dismissal of the man dressed in a brilliant night gown. However, he asks
about her being ready so early and gives for granted that she didn‟t go to sleep last night. She
describes him having the looks of a man not to play tricks with.
He suddenly verbalises his desire to have breakfast. That‟s when Miss LaFosse expresses her
inability to cook and the opportunity for Miss Pettigrew to solve that problem arises. Excitedly,
she says she can cook and Miss LaFosse expresses her trust on her, even though Miss
Pettigrew doubts herself. Once in the kitchen, Miss Pettigrew judges that everything is updated,
but untidy and dirty. Miss LaFosse urges Phil to get ready while breakfast is being prepared.
Once breakfast is ready, Miss Pettigrew observes how Miss LaFosse has made herself up and
is wearing the same négligé that makes her look stunning. She believes it is no wonder the man
wanted her back to bed. That thought made her blush in her virgin mind.
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